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Rarely has  
work been  
so little work.
The best ideas generally arise where people come 
together and feel comfortable. With Sedus on spot 
you can create the right atmosphere for this 
purpose: its inviting and cosy design combines 
the relaxed character of a lounge with productive 
seating ergonomics. It is a concept that promotes 
a culture of dialogue – because the time where 
people did all their work at desks is long since 
past. Team and co-working areas and places of 
retreat are also becoming increasingly important – 
and these are the central zones for which on spot 
has been developed.



Welcome home 
at the office.

Concentration or creativity? Efficient or relaxed 
working? With on spot you no longer have to decide 
one way or the other – it offers both. You like to 
decide? Gladly: you have a choice of many different 
versions that can all be individually configured.
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Personal. Five shell 
colours, four frame 
versions, metal or 
wood, puristic
or upholstered –  
on spot not only 
combines work and 

The homely one

on spot four-leg in wood

well-being, but also 
allows a personal 
touch.

The all-rounder

on spot four-leg

102 grey 103 black

110 polished120 white

112 Mustard 133 Raspberry

The classic

on spot swivel chair 

102 grey 103 black

110 polished120 white

112 Mustard 133 Raspberry

B26 Beech C11 Oak

The flexible one

on spot swivel chair on castors

120 white103 black

Frame colours

No matter which on spot you go for: the homely 
design not only looks good, it does you good 
too. The shell that flows around the body, the 
comfortable armrest wings and the lumbar curve 
provide ergonomics you can feel. The result: a 
comfortable seating position perfectly balanced 
between an active and a relaxed posture.
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Sustainability down to the last detail.
Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany” 
have been key company principles at Sedus for 
more than 50 years. Principles that on spot also 
perfectly embodies – with its long product life 
alone. It also features a recycling-friendly product 
design and resource-saving production. Naturally 
preference is given to recycled materials in 

manufacturing – for example, the on spot shell has 
a recycled plastic content of around 40%. Another 
plus in production: the ultramodern, particularly 
environmentally friendly electroplating facility, 
where all metal-containing production residues  
are fully recycled.

You will find more information at  
www.sedus.com/en/ecology

Around the world, Sedus 

adheres to the principles  

of the UN Global Compact 

for human rights, labour 

standards, the environ-

ment and anti-corruption.

Upholstery that lasts 
longer. Quality that is 
not only durable but 
also exemplary in 
terms of tear and 
chemical resistance.

Environmentally 
friendly shine. 
At Sedus, perfect 
chrome finishes also 
mean a treatment 
plant that removes 
production residues 
from the water.

Powder coating 
instead of painting. 
A high quality finish, 
optimum rust protec-
tion and good for the 
environment too.
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ISO 14001
ISO 9001
ISO 50001

Company: Sedus on spot:
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